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Your access
to EU law

EUR-Lex is your gateway to the largest official resource
on the law of the EU. It makes legal information
available to citizens in a user-friendly way and in
all 24 official EU languages. Thus, it contributes
significantly to the transparency of the EU.

What can you find on EUR-Lex?
EUR-Lex gives you access to approximately
1 000 000 legal documents. The main
categories of these documents are:
• Treaties
• Legal acts from EU institutions
• Preparatory documents related
to EU legislation
• EU case-law
• International agreements
• EFTA documents
EUR-Lex also publishes the authentic
version of the Official Journal of the EU.

EUR-Lex

Access to European Union law

As EU law and decisions from
the Court of Justice of the EU have
an impact on national law, EUR-Lex
also provides:
• References to national transposition
measures, i.e. the legal acts adopted
by EU countries in order to achieve the
objectives set in the EU directives.
• References to national case-law
related to EU law.
Each document in EUR-Lex is enriched
by detailed information such as relations
with other legal documents and dates of
applicability.

EUR-Lex facilitates
your understanding of
EU Law

with all its amendments incorporated into
a single document. By presenting legal
provisions as they are currently applicable,
consolidated texts highly facilitate the
understanding of EU law.

Lawmaking procedures

Search content

EUR-Lex allows you to follow the complete
cycle of EU lawmaking procedures, from
the initial proposal by the European
Commission to the adopted act
published in the Official Journal. This is
complemented with information and
documents on the positions taken by
the EU institutions prior to the adoption
of final acts. Timelines give a clear visual
representation of the overall process.

EUR-Lex offers you a wide range of options
to access and search within its content in
the most convenient way.

Summaries of EU legislation
To those who wish to stay updated without
getting lost in too much detail, EUR-lex
offers access to more than 2000 summaries
that explain EU legislation in a plain, easyto-read and concise way. These summaries
are intended for non-expert audiences and
are grouped into 32 policy fields.

EUR-Lex makes your
access to EU law easy
Consolidated texts
Not uncommonly, published legal acts
are amended or corrected by corrigenda.
EUR-Lex ensures that its users get an upto-date, consolidated version of each act,

For instance, you can easily find and consult
the latest documents. Or you can run a
search by just typing free text or, on the
contrary, specifying very detailed criteria.
Once you find a document that interests
you, you can view simultaneously up
to three linguistic versions of that same
document.

Ready to
be personalised
EUR-Lex offers you the option to create
your own personal account. This allows you
to customise the website and benefit from
extra features, such as:
• saving documents and searches;
• predefining multilingual view with your
preferred languages;
• setting your search preferences;
• exporting a large number of documents;
• being informed in real time of any
new EU law developments thanks to
notifications via RSS feeds.

Want to know more?
Visit our on-line tutorials, e-learning module and help pages on EUR-Lex:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu
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